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Wisconsin

Across
4. State Insect
8. What A Person From Wisconsin Is Called
12. State Tree
14. What Lake Is To The North Of Wisconsin
16. State Animal
17. State Bird
19. What Borders Wisconsin To The East
20. State Capital
21. Where Is Wisconsin’s Professional Football Team Located
22. Term For A Severe Winter Storm

Down
1. A State Of Wisconsin That Borders Wisconsin
2. What Lake Is To The North Of Wisconsin
3. State Flower
5. A Yellow Cheese
6. What Is The Abbreviation For Wisconsin
7. One Of The States Borders Wisconsin On The West
9. It is Home To The Largest Waterpark in Wisconsin
10. State Fish
11. What Borders Wisconsin To The East
13. Largest City in Wisconsin
15. What City Were You In When You Got This Game
18. What Is Made From The State Tree